22 23 Much of the worldwide dissemination of antibiotic resistance has been driven by resistance gene 24 associations with mobile genetic elements (MGEs), such as plasmids and transposons. Although 25 increasing, our understanding of resistance spread remains relatively limited, as methods for 26 tracking mobile resistance genes through multiple species, strains and plasmids are lacking. We have 27 developed a bioinformatic pipeline for tracking variation within, and mobility of, specific 28 transposable elements (TEs), such as transposons carrying antibiotic resistance genes. TETyper takes 29 short-read whole-genome sequencing data as input and identifies single-nucleotide mutations and 30 deletions within the TE of interest, to enable tracking of specific sequence variants, as well as the 31 surrounding genetic context(s), to enable identification of transposition events. To investigate global 32 dissemination of Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase (KPC) and its associated transposon Tn4401, 33 we applied TETyper to a collection of >3000 publicly available Illumina datasets containing blaKPC. 34 This revealed surprising diversity, with >200 distinct flanking genetic contexts for Tn4401, indicating 35 high levels of transposition. Integration of sample metadata revealed insights into associations 36 between geographic locations, host species, Tn4401 sequence variants and flanking genetic 37 contexts. To demonstrate the ability of TETyper to cope with high copy number TEs and to track 38 specific short-term evolutionary changes, we also applied it to the insertion sequence IS26 within a 39 defined K. pneumoniae outbreak. TETyper is implemented in python and is freely available at 40 https://github.com/aesheppard/TETyper. 41 42 43 44 IMPACT STATEMENT 45 46
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Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) has revolutionised the analysis of pathogen transmission by 76 enabling high-resolution insight into chromosomal relatedness (6-9). However, resistance gene 77 dissemination via MGEs is more complicated because horizontal transfer disrupts pairing between 78 resistance genes and host strains. To assess relatedness from the perspective of a mobile resistance 79 gene, it is necessary to examine the gene's genetic context. However, the most widely used WGS 80
technologies (e.g. Illumina) produce short sequencing reads; these result in fragmented assemblies, 81
with resistance genes often present on very short contigs due to associations with repetitive 82 elements such as TEs. This makes tracking the associated plasmids largely impractical, as assembling 83 complete plasmid sequences from short reads is problematic (10), and reference-based approaches 84
can be unreliable due to transposition or homologous recombination disrupting pairing between 85 host plasmids and resistance genes (11 
Description of the TETyper pipeline: 123
An overview of processing steps is shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly, reads are mapped against a reference 124
representing the TE of interest using bwa mem (20). For the remaining steps, only mapped reads are 125 retained. 126
127
To classify structural variation within the TE, we focus on deletions relative to the reference, since 128
insertions and other rearrangements are difficult to classify reliably using short-read data. This is 129
achieved by assembling the reads that map to the TE using spades (21), followed by BLASTn (22) There were eight "common" (found in ≥10 samples) structural variants of Tn4401 (Fig. 2a) expression (30, 31), which is expected to be advantageous under antibiotic selection pressure. As 170 several of these were observed, with no other common internal deletions across the 10 kb Tn4401 171 sequence, this suggests that much of the structural variation observed may be due to selection 172 rather than random genetic drift. Truncation of Tn4401 presumably prevents further transposition; 173 one possible reason for the abundance of truncation variants is that they bring other TEs into the 174 vicinity of blaKPC (32), thus providing alternative routes for gene mobilisation. 175 176 Specific structural variants were generally found in multiple host species, indicating wide horizontal 177 dissemination via inter-species transfer (Fig. 3a) . Tn4401b was the most widely disseminated, being 178 found in 10 different genera, while Tn4401a was relatively restricted to K. pneumoniae (98%). Several 179 different structural variants were present in USA samples, while other countries generally had a 180 single predominant variant (Fig. 3b ), supporting the origination and diversification of blaKPC and 181
Tn4401 in Enterobacteriaeceae in the USA. However, the dataset was heavily biased towards USA 182 isolates, and for 852/3054 (28%) samples the country of origin was unknown, highlighting limitations 183 in metadata availability. 184 185 Single nucleotide variation in Tn4401: 186
Most SNV variation involved sites within the blaKPC gene (Fig. 2b) , again implicating selection for KPC 187 function in explaining observed variation. The two most common variants carried blaKPC-2 and blaKPC-3, 188
in 1040/3054 (34%) and 1719 (56%) samples respectively, with each found in several different 189 structural backgrounds (Fig. 3c) . 190 191 Interestingly, 12 samples showed polymorphism at the site that differentiates blaKPC-2 and blaKPC-3 ( Fig.  192  2b) , signifying a mixture of both alleles and indicating that these samples most likely contain two 193 copies of Tn4401, one with blaKPC-2 and one with blaKPC-3. Minor allele percentages ranged from 10-194 49%. These occurred in several Tn4401 structures, including Tn4401a, Tn4401b and Tn4401d, and 195 several host species, including Escherichia coli, K. pneumoniae, K. oxytoca and Enterobacter cloacae . 196 This indicates that the presence of multiple blaKPC variants may be a general phenomenon, 197 suggesting repeated multiple acquisition of blaKPC and/or repeated mutation converting blaKPC-2 to 198 blaKPC-3 (or vice versa). 199
200
Flanking genetic contexts of Tn4401: 201
The most common 5 bp sequences flanking Tn4401 were GTTCT/TCTCT, ATTGA/ATTGA and 202 GTTCT/GTTCT, present in 836/3054 (27%), 718 (24%) and 389 (13%) samples respectively ( Fig. 3d-f ).
203
ATTGA/ATTGA corresponds to the epidemic IncFII pKpQIL plasmid; these samples were almost 204 exclusively Tn4401a-containing K. pneumoniae, but from a variety of geographic locations. 205
GTTCT/GTTCT corresponds to Tn1/2/3-like elements (including Tn1331; see below), which have been 206 described containing Tn4401 in many different plasmid backbones (11); these samples represented a 207
wider variety of Tn4401 structures and host species. GTTCT/TTTCT is consistent with IncFIA 208 pBK30661/pBK30683-like plasmids, where Tn4401 is adjacent to a partial Tn1331 element on the left 209 side only, presumably as a result of deletion on the right side following initial integration (33 NDM-1 outbreak in Nepal (26). These isolates varied in the number and sequence of genetic contexts 233 of IS26, with evidence for 4-14 copies per isolate (Fig. 4) . In some cases, the TETyper output provided 234 higher genetic resolution than a standard phylogenetic approach, with IS26 flanking sequence 235 profiles differing between pairs of isolates with 0 chromosomal SNVs (Fig. 4; PMK21b We thank Zamin Iqbal and Phelim Bradley for assistance with BIGSI. We also thank the HPRU 266
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